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Teacher, You Want lie To Write-
Will Too lielp Y1 *ant To Write?

You Say I Should Strive To Is Original, Unique-
Why Are You Like All The ?Wet?

You Keep Stressing Int.g.seiamet Self-Motivation-
Teacher, Do You Byer Laugh And Let Your Hair Down?

Teacher, You Went We To Repro.. My Deepest Thought. And Feeliugs-
Will You Share Your Private, Sensitive Side With Ma?

You aspect Ms To Meet Deadline. And Follow The Form-
Save You Ever Tried Doing As You Say?

Teacher, You Want K. To Came bough To Wt.:. My Scat-
tier. You Too Busy Yesterday To Write A Comment On My Paper?

You Say Writing Ie Lou And )rings Satisfaction-
Why Aren't You Writing On The Bulletin Board?

Teacher, You Keep Telling MO What You Went Me To Se-
ize You Willing To Take The Time To Show Ma?

Teacher, You Expect lamination. To Plow Freely Prom Pencil To Paper, -
Teacher, Will You Please Inspire NO7

1

Dora Hine
Wisconsin Writing Project 1982
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I. Foreword

Some thoughtful users of Hoglish try to insist that there le a

distinct difference between the words "motivate" and "stimulate".

Teachers stimulate etudeute to action. Students motivate themselves.

Dowever in the colloquial use of both words, the distinction is seldom

mode.

Mobster's Mew Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Massachusetts:

C. and C. Merriam Company, 1977) provides the following:

Motivate: to provide with a motives (questions that excite and

motivate youths

Stimulate: to excite to activity or growth or to greater
activity Ano example is given.,

A sten of the literature mutate that "activate" is more generally

accepted. The authors of this guide prefer "stimulate ". However as

they snot*, they noted that the coosiatent use of "stimulate" resulted

in acme awkwerdneee and embigmity. Thus the words "stimulate" and

"motivat.." are used interchangeably.

The Editors
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-II. Preface

*The teacher is the primary sewer in the motivation process."

Derived Iflodkoweki

Teachers stimulate student writing in three ways. They &souse. direct,

and reward. Arousing is letting students excited about- writing. Teachers

create the spark and then fan the flans with enthusiasm. Directing is the

east step in etimmlatimg writing. By string direction and order to the

swirlier we of ideas children have, the teacher helps students focus and

sharpen their work. leaf as the simplest of buildings needs a substructure,

so the student writer needs to fore and build ideas. Rawarrding is giving

recognition to students elso have mole the effort to writs, cats of the most

arduous intellectual tasks that 'students are called upon to do in our

schools. Many corporations increase production by instituting monetary

inceptive programs. Worker* earn sore money when they produce. With

rewards as incentives, students improve not only the quantity but also

the quality of their writing.

It is caten difficult to make c clear-cut distinction between the

three areas of motivative, and no doubt a good teacher of writing makes

nes of all three methods of motivation at one time or another. For

coNenieuca, this guide has teen organized so that attention can be

focused on any of the three proceWnres, AROUS/NC, DIRECTING, rr INC,REWARD

at three levels of schooling, ELEMENTARY, INTERKELIATE, and SECONDARY.

Warning --a caveat

There is no guaranteed formula that !Insures student motivation for writing.

Any procedure will he 4nly as effective as the person who implements it.

3
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Ill. Stimulating Student Writing
Through Arousal

Introduction

As part of ourdefinitioowe are looking for ways to arouse the

spars of ambition. the vitality of the individual, and to initiate behavior

as it relates to all kinds of writing.

de need to inspire the behavior. the thinking, And the feelings of

our students as they begin this process called "writing". Our goal is to

traosform all of our students into people who enjoy writing and are

excited about

In order to stimulate student, we must keep in mind what the student

t.'-lags to the papaw. We must provide realistic enthusiasm by (structuring

clasernoe activities so that students emperience success most of the time.

The following information provides specific amemples of how to

stimulate sturiente to achieve the higheet level of performsnce.

4



A. ptimpletime Student Witte& Threekb Arousal! glieseint

iilritlmg cms take es magical term at any age them* the use of

simple settles sod costume. Special holidays present opportunities to

stimulate elementary school *mama' to WitS stories. Halloween is

an especially teeginative oss. knesiss that the classroom lights are

turned out. From the record player cons horrible, wailing, chilling,

thrilling sounds of a haunted house. As the classroom door creaks open,

dark .figured witch appeers carrying a lit candle. In her Mode is en

old book entitled AgrenteTitrd of Chost Stories. She otters the room,

site at her desk, and reads the first story aloud ti the class,

A part floe a scary Wallowa= play you nay ass?

No, it's a starring poinr for a writing assigoment which

gets children creating their own fenteeles and goblins.

The eerie demonetration appeals to their senses and starts

their minds churning with wonderful images of Malloween.

After this carefully planned ;re-writing (Kens, the children' imaginations

err sparked, and they are now ready to weave their own tales of suspense

and terror.

B. stieulating Student Writing Through Arousals Interardiate

(After reading the book.Toothpasts
Million/tire by Jean Merrill, a student
chose the following approach to a book
report.)

As the class enters the room, they see
a large c-edboard toothpaste character
standing before their desks. The students
are curious.

10



The studont, acting as Toothpaste Harry, begins by saying, "Today

I am going to tell you. . but !lest, tell me about the toothpaste you

have is your house." (Class responds.)

"What are the flavors?"

"What flavors would you like if you could make your own toothpaste?"

asks Worry. (Class response.)

Toothpaste Harry puts his hommade toothpaste out for display.

There are samples of red, green, yellow, and blue toothpaste.

"Let me roll you how to maks your very own toopaate," says Harry.

Harry presents Lis talk on "How to Hake Toothpaste". Following his

presentation, Harry gives each child a "How to Oaks Toothpaste" guide in

which he has listed the ingredients and steps for making the toothpaste.

(TT', toothpaste is prepared by combining baking soda, water, artificial

flavoring and food coloring.) Kerry's next step is to provide each

student with an opportunity to ',ample the toothpaste.

The student assignment is to writes paper entitled, "How to.

using any topic about which lbs feels comfortable.

Even the most reluctant of writers will have cone-

thing to write about.

C. St !mutating Student Writing Through Arousals Secondary

Students write best about what they know best. And what he know

best is, of course, themselves. This is the point at which techniques

designed to arouse students to write must be directed by the teacher in

nrcIvr to motivate students to put pen to paper. Just such a technique t

offered by Carl Krh and James M. Sraril in their book Strategies for



Teachisg the Composition Process (loch and Brasil, 1978, pp. 28-30). Koch

and Brasil recognised the following strategy entitled "Value Exploration" as a

pre-witting teasels. for those high school students 'shame favorite

respoose to any announcement of a composition realignment is "Bet I can't

think of anything to write about ".

Orono sites Entire class (twenty-fivs to thirty).

Time required' UPually Shout fifty ninnies.

Materials; Duplicated copies of the value choices questions with
instructions (a 'simple is included at the end of Chic
strategy). Became you wish tee student', to jot down
the ramose why they gsZa the value Choices they did,
each student will need a pen and acme paper. Also have
ready duplicated copies of the compoeition essivrvent
itself to be distributed right after the class discus-
stun.

Coale:

A. To facilitate the asking of difficult dectrions about the

course of owes life.

D. To generate ideas, experiences. end examples fors paragraph

strata, enough to support its topic sentence satisfactorily.

C. To motivate students to write from their experience ay nro-

yoking cognitive end affective reactions.

D. To introduce or review the process of finding a topic by

asking questions, sulking decisions end reflecting on past

experiences.

Process:

A. Discuss thd goals of the strategy with the class.

P. i'vaa out the instructions and the questions.

C. Read the instructions and salt for questions.

D. 'Ave the student: sumo tier to complete the questions.
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R. Wises the students have completed the questions, You should lead

a general class discussion. Although any appropriate question

say be disensasid, here are some that you might uses

1. Which questions were the hardest for you to career?

2. Mbich questions had the vest immediate importance for you?

3. Which question caused you to think of this subject for the

first time?

I. Ouce the clams discussible's is aver, hand out the duplicated

4salipiessat shasta. The assignient includes the requisite

elisions (subject, speaker, form, purpose, and audience)

necessary to keep the students from engaging in misdirected

writing ( ses. Zeem, Voice, 1981, p. 5).

1. Subjects whet the student values and why

2. Speaker: the student himself

3. forms a paragraph which begins with a topic sentence
(the topic sentence cc1d be nothing more than one of the
questions on the "Values Queetiowneire" restated as a
declarative sentence endcempleted with the value item the
student had chosen) and includes at lawn three reasons why
the student places such greet importance on that particular
item.

4. Purpose: to inform others about whet the student values

soot and why

S. Audience: the student's best friend or some other confidant.

Values questionnaire

We sake choices constantly. Listed below are *owe questions. Put

a check next to the answer that most nearly represents how you feel and

ttink about the question. Then, share your reiponses with the other sea-

hers of the class (but only if you ems to do me). Perhaps you will wish

to tell why you made the Choice that yc'. did by giving reasons or examples'

?rum your experience. You say pass on a question if you wish. Remember,
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everyone in the clues has a right to his or her own opinion, so listen

carefully to the others. In doing so, you eight even learn more about

yourself.

1. Of the following characteristics, %filch do you think is most

twortant for a friend of yours?

a. Meesety
b. A willingness to share
c. Loyalty

2. Which would you least like to have?

a. Little money
b. FOOT health
c. A crippled body

3. It you were a member of the U. S. Senate, to which of the
following would you elm met concern?

a. Defame
b. the latiolee paw
c. tepLoring for fuel

4. If your father died mod you bad your own family, what would
yen do for your aging mother?

a. Have him come live with you

b. Admit her into a nursing home
c. Get her ae apartment of her owe

5. Which of these is the worst problem in the local urea today?

a. Malnutrition
b. Overcrowding
c. Unemployment

6. Which of these mould be hardest for you?

a. Tont father's death
b. Your death
c. A done frieud's death

7. Which of the following do you value most?

a. Wisdom
b. Love
c. World peace

ou4(//1S. Which would you rather do on } yilication?

9
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a. Go to the relatives for a visit

b. Head to Colorado with some friends

c. Stay at home and relax

This list of questions Is suggestive of Mei that you can generate

for your own cleat based on contemporary coocerrs in your community whether

they relate to safety issues, drug ulnae, bus fares, the high cost of

medical cars, raisin the drinking age, registering for the draft, changing

tbe starting dates for schools, changing standards for high school gradua-

tion, or nuclnar dlsarmement.

I0
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IV. Stimulating Student Writing
Through Directed Thinking

Introduction

Just like professional writers, students experience writer's block.

Both group* of writers have musty ideas, but they have trouble putting

them down on paper. They seed an organisational framework upon which to

construct their ideas. The commonplace notion is that an imposed frame-

work restrains creative thought, but often the opposite is true. Form can

generate thought. Teachers can stimulate student writers by gl lug them

direction. More complex organisational patterns can be introduced as

student writers mature.

A. Stimulatisg Student Writing Through Directed Thinking; Elamentory

Special Messues

Given a frame or structure, elementary students can write appro-

priate wlenages for greeting cards. Teachers can

establish a Mail Center in order to provide

students with opportunities to construct sentences

end apply correctly the rules of capitalization and

punctuation while they create their cards. The Mail

Center can consist of a small table situated in a

suitable corner of the room. Greeting cards are placed on the table, and

shove the table on the wall are greeting card pharases such ss nesh you

were Here "."Get Well Soon ",printed on brightly colored conatrurtion paper

strips. Children can visit the Mail Center at an appointed tik during

the day to choom* a greeting card rower they would like to take home to

11
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a special someone. At their *teaks, they study the cards and decide what

phrases would be suitable for their card. They are instructed to lengthen

the phrases into complete sentences, which are then combined to form an

appropriate message,

The teacher checks the cowdeted cards, and the children return

to the table to select an envelope for their card. They can create their

owe stamp by drawing and coloring one in the proper corner. With their

receiver's name printed on the envelope, they hand deliver their special

messages after school.

B. Stimulating Student Writing Thread& Directed Thinkingt Intermediate

Before the lesson, cut several threetoed

feet our of construction paper. While the students

are out of the room, tape the myeterious feet to the

floor leading to a closed closet.

To introduce thin activity read to your students a short m5stery

Story.

After thr story, ask the students thr following questions about

the footprints;

1. What du you suppose entered the classroom?

2. Where did it came fro?

3. Row did it get into school?

4, What is it doing in the closet?

S. How do we get rid of it?

12
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The next directive is to give the students no opportunity to

look over the queatiams and them develop a mystery story of their own

which includes answers to the questions.

C. Stimulatigg Stivismt Witt% Through Directed Thinklme: Secondary

After a thoroughkreadieg and discussion of a literary work such as

Arthur Killer's The Cruckble, students usually have more ideas than they

know what to do with, especially if a rriting assignment is imminent.

Writs on a single aspect of the play, providing additional insight on

that topic for an audisace that has reed it aloof Ho way!

One way for the teacher to lessen the frustration student feel and

to motivate thaw to write is to provide than with direction flu their

ideas. ice following is cos approach:

I. Assure students that they know Ur more about determining a
suitable topic and writing a suitable essay than they realise.

2. List the things they know such as plot, characterization, these,
mood, tons, conflict, end point of view across the top of the
chalkboard.

3. Ask a student to choose one of those elements listed. (They
often like to choose charecterisatiom because they think it is
the easiest, but the independent thinkers in the class will
find their own areas sad can easily apply tba same strategy.)

4. Remind the student. that without further restriction of the
topic, they era committed to a complete discussion of every-
thiag the play has to offer about every single character. Such

commitment could seas writing a book!

5. Encourage students to define a single aspect of a single charac-
ter by remisdimg than that even if they restrict the topic to
s single character they will probably be writing a twenty-page
paper in order to discuss that character's appearance, person-
silty, role in the play, etc.

13
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6. Ask students to saveloy an insightful position on the single
aspect of the character of their choice. For example, if the
students have determined to discuss the personality of the
Reverend Samuel Paris, they still must focus that discussion
on a topic which will provide their mitoses with additional
insight or a perspective of his character which the audience
has sot yet considered. One possibility here is a thesis
stateseat which declines bin unfit for his calling; that is.
Samuel Paris is an unfit sinister.

7 Discuss fts. To support their arguments, students must have
reasons for believing as they do. After same discussion, the
body portion of the paper can he broken down. He is greedy;
he is hypocritical; be is self - centered; sad whatever else the
students decide can become the topic ideas for the body pare-
graphs of the essay.

8. Encourage studs is to refer to the play for supportive
illustrations. At this time, the students are often one
step ahead of the teacher sad assigns to prove that they are
rights "Ammember in the play when he. . ." They also recognize
the strength of direct Quotations; "Right hero he os76. ."

9. Work on so introduction which catches interest, states the
purpose and indicates how the paper is organised.

10. Remind students that they are still committed to complete
discussions of their topics.

11. Review the MattPtS of concluding paragraphs, then move on to
the composing stags.

Providing direction is a way for teachers to lessen frustration

and provide activation when students have smoothing to say but aren't

sure how to say it.
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V. Stimulating Student Writing
Through Reward

letrodction

Aoother effective sotfvetiosal strategy, if used with wisdom and

discretion, is the use of valued extrinsic rewards. In other words,

were students' creative :perks have been fanned into full flame and

final products have been produced, they ,. -joy knowing they may bask in

the were afterelov of receiving recognition for Job well doos. This

recognition way be given In seny forms such as grades, stars, stickers,

prizes or wards, informative comments, praise, publication, or public

display.

Recognition serves to mks students aware

of progress and usually serves as Incentive

toward increased effort. However, the use of

4,'"
,

1

r i7

extrinsic rewards must be carefully monitored because indiscriminate

use may render them meaningless and actually lead to a reduction in the

quality of production.

A. SLUMUlAk4MLStudArit Writing Through Reward: Elementarz

Moat people require and seek praise and positive feedback. Teachers

should give these two necessary atiMulanie to students to motivate them

by giving than a sense of accomplishment. Here the teacher's rule in

providing positive reinforcement encourages students to continue to

writs.

15
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Rewards cap take many forms. They can be tangible scratch-n-sniff

stickers or impulsive hugs. Let us look at same of the positive feed-

back techniques that can be need after a writing project is completed.

"Toms; Authors' Gsrsferm

Young writers lova to see their work as a finished product in book

form for others to read and for them to look at again and again. Utah-

linking a 'Tommy Authors' Corner" for the display of children's writing

is a positive way of telling than to "Keep it up. Writing is fun and you

are tieing a wonderful job".

"Speaking Stationary"

A single boa of stationary can speak to children. When a child

has done sane excellent writing, use stationary for positive feedback.

Write massage of praise alma the child's written piece, put it in an

envelope, and place it on the student's desk. What a fooling of elation

the child receives after finding and reeding your personal message! Try

to find something good and important to say about each youngster's work

so that each one receives a teacher message. A variation of the technique

Is for the teacher to writs parte of the complimentary message on separate

balloons and than tie than cogather to fora a floating message. No matter

what technique a teacher uses it is essential that he or she respond

favorably, with same tangible recognition. A positive reeponse by the

teacher is one of the hest way, to develop young authors.

S. Stimulsring Student Writing Thrqueh ywardf Intermediate

One method of displaying examples of good

a',
student work is to set up a bulletin board entitled

"WORKS al, ART'. Empty, tegboard picture frames can

lb
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be hung at the beginning of the year and then filled and changed as

samples of good writing are produced by the students throughout the

year. The good writing might include such thing. as examplee of a well

coastructed **atom* or paragraph, "perfect" job of proofreading and

editing, exceptionally fine penmanship, outstanding creative thinking, a

well written response to a sozial studies essay test question, an

inforeattve science report, or an original book report.

C. Stestulating Student Writiel Threjleh Rewerdt_ Secondary

Sometimes reword is downplayed by educators because it is an

extrinsic eotivator rather than an intrinsic one. The fact remains

that one of the best ways to get student. interested in writing is to

dangle the carrot of publication in front of faces hungry for recogni-

tion, The oft-uttered saying prevallat everybody likes to see his

name in print --even high school students.

A comprehensive discussion of using the reward of publication as

a motivational device Is provided is Gail Cohen Weaver's article,"Like

Seeing Oneself in a Mirror, The Publication of Student's Literary

Writings" in the May, 1979 issue of the English Journal. Weaver divides

her discussion into the following parts: (1) suboitting student work to

professional magazines, (2) entering student work in writing contests,

Cl/ submitting student work to regional anthologies. (4) submitting stu -

ent work to local media, and (5) publishing student writing yourself.

An invaluable resource for the teacher of writing who wants infor

nation about wegazine which publish student work is Creetiva Writing in

the Claeroemi An Annotated Sithliogrsphy of Selected Resources K-12

edited by Robert Day and Gail Cohen Weaver. For students whose work is

17
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intended for as adult audience, the reader is referred to John Engle's

article, "Giftedness and Welting: Creativity in the classroom," in the

winter 1470 issue of Gifted 0114 Quavterli and Wilma Swearingen's "Student

Writing That Sells" which appeared in the February 1970 issue of Today's

Education. Another important resource is The Writer's Handbook edited

by A. S. Surack. This book lists move than 2,000 markets for various

kinds of writing such es fiction, articles, and poetry.

As far as entering student week in writing contests is concerned,

Weaver eoggeete the Spring Poetry Festival of the English Spurge'. For

oche, contests teachers can consult Creative Written in the Ciaearoomt

An Annotated Sibliowrapby of Stlected lalaaCCOS 1112, a book already cited,

for informatioe about contests held by Scholastic Haaeggn, geventeee

magarine, and Zero: Education Publications ma/seines. John Bennett's

article "A Directory of Writing Contests" Which appeared in the January.

1975 Imo* of the Eentlish Journal gives valuable information about writing

contests sponsored by college* and universities. The annual NCTE Achieve-

ments Awards In Writing Program is open to high school juniors nominated

by their school English departments. Even though the winning entries are

not published by the NCT11 some state affiliates of the NCTE and some

colleges and universities do publish award-winning pieces from students

of their state*. For example, the anthology Twenty-'Iwo Younji Indiana

Writers, edited by Josef Andrew and others and published by Ball State

I!niversity, contains pieces written by the twenty-two 1977 winners of the

WTI? Achievement Awards.

fra A Piet of state affiliates of the NCTE, college., and universi-

ties rhat publish the writings of secondary school students, write to

Ms, Leona alum, Director of Affiliate Relations an

18
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Ratioaal Council of Teachers of garlish, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana.

Illinois 61301. For teachers wishing to publish an anthology in their

own are*, an excellent resource Is The School Literary Iimioasino edited

by S. Jo Klonick who gives great deal of practical advice. The author

also reminds tbe teacher of writing not to rule out their own local

newepopeara and potential publishers of student writing. Short pieces

might also be accepted for use by local television or radio stations.

In the section "PUbliebtog Student Writing Yourself".M4.Wsaver

scrooges that recognition for student writing must be given if only

through the school newspaper, or school MOVIZi000, or even elm

magazine*, and books sods by individual students. The author recommends

to the teachers of writing in schools which do not have a literary

eagozine the title Mae/mine PUndamentala ior Student Publications

published by the Columbia Scholastic PT... Aasocialtion. Minnick in her

book The School Literary Maisins (already cited) offers bene.licial

advice to the teacher who wishes to produc a high school literary saga-

sine.

Sandra trey in her article, "This Magazine is'itated K (for Kids),"

which can be found in the April, 1974 lame of Teacher magazine, deacribee

oow school magasitm project was undertaken by students in grades four

through *oven. She concludes that if children at relatively early ages

could master such complex tasks as organising materials submitted, solving

problems of layout and design, and editing, then vurely students of high

school age could do likewise. In an excellent article entitled "Publish

or Peri-ell: Writing Inspiration end Reward" appearing in the October,

1979 Irma* of the Roglish Journal, John Marshall Carter gives a detailed

account of how he succeeded in sitting a class of secondary school English

students to produce a class book.
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Students are also eathnsiastic about making individual books of their

own writings. A thirtseo-pags booklet Pram Calm to Covert Publishiqg

in Your Closeroom distributed by :he tecyclopedia Sritsonlcs, Incorporated,

includes step by step instructions on how to oaks hard-corn bindings for

books. Susan Chambers' fifty -pate floadoro Write Booboo A Mow-to-do-it

Manual is smother practical guide to making individual books.

Wake no mistake about it. Molding out publication es A reward to

motivate silkiests to write boo its /angora. ?Rose students who feel too

each pressure to produce high-quality writing ms resort to plagiarism,

for esampla. but on balance, the use of publication am a magna of

motivating studosts to use writing to express themselves is vindicated.

Perhaps a passage by Wilma Swearingen quoted by Weaver in her out article

expresses best how potent publication as a motivating force can bet

"Creative writing, motivated by the possibility of publication, seamed to

ba a muss that changed school days from hours of tedium to hour. of

thought and challenge and outages." (harvin, 1979, p. 90.)
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VI. The Process Model of
Stimulating Student Writing
in Practice

Introduction

The three means of motivation (arouse, direct, reward) often occur

independently. Thee. ease phases csA also be viewed as fluid process

it Which all three aspects of motivation are used to stisolete student

writing DP Mt particular assignsent.

AROUSE

Teachers spark interest in writing about a pnrticular topic before

any actual writing begins.

DIRECT

Once enthusiasm is established, the twitcher channels it toward a

specific goal.

REWARD

Finally, the writer receives feedback end recognition for a

finished place of writing.

A. The Process Model of Stimuletinx Student Writing in Practice: Elescptary

Arouse; Elementary school students' interest in writing can be

aroused by cresting a Monster Research Centeran enclosed space, set off

by ,:er4h.nerd rogve dividers. On the outside of the dividare, sign. such

as Cautionf Monster Patrol, Scary, Horrible Monster Inside, and Do Not

nisturb thr Pioneer? fen 110,14A Of the coati's. On the inside walls of the

dividers, pictures and bnoks About various monsters can help set the tone.

Student. can decorate a Monster Reseerch Folder to decorate before they

begin their ...arch for information. A Monster Pledge, led by the teacher
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via: proper solemnity, of course, may also be included. With their right

hassle held high, the students promise to *protect the world, through (their)

important research, from all kinds of monsters."

Monsear Research Buttons mods from colorful cardboard

sr .- worn Wheoever students eater the lab or writs about

eonsters. With their interest in monsters sufficiently

aroused, the waster researchers begin writing. Monsters

everywhere, beware1

monsters they

Direct: The teacher begins to direct student

thinking with a aeries of writing assignments. For

the first writing assignment, each student is required

to create a Memater Encyclopedia. Drawing on informs- -

tin they have acquired from resources in the Monster

Research Center, the students sketch sad name the

have created. Meet they describe it, telling not only about

its physical appearance, but also its place of habitation, its diet, and

Its origin. Following is an serarpt from a typical Mboater Encyclopedia:

Black Dragon

This goy throws fit when ha loses fights. He once blew
down a castle. Black Dragon eats everything in sight that
is the color black. Be can change into anything he vents.
Yellow is his beet color. Beware of his fire. It's hot!

Thw swcond writing sesignment requires students to compose their

own monster atorlea. Before waking the formal assignment, however,
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the students participate in a brainstorming session to generate descrip-

tive adjectives and verbs that tell wtat moosters do. When their monster

stories are finished, the students write monster poems. To acquaint the

students with poetic form, yodels inch es the poem "The Middle of the Wight,"

can be used.

Another language-related activity that can be included it the Monster

Project is review of the parts of speech. Brightly colored boxes

labeled Monster Adjectives, Monster Nouns, and Monster Verbs are placed

in the Center. Each student is required to write five words to put in

each of the home.. Once he boxes are stuffed with words, the students

play Monster Sentence Match in which they cbooa a word from each box to

form a sentence.

Reward: The children probably know a lot about monsters before

the Monster Project is begun. A Monster-of- the -Week Contest may be held

during the length of the Monster Project unit. For making their monsters,

the children are permitted to use any materials they wish /Led to work at

home with their families. At the end of each week. the best monster

snared that particular week is selected and its treater is awarded a

prize. Another reward of greater value is to hove pictures of the winners

and their prize-winning creatures appear in the local newspaper.

h Not only the prize-winning children should receive recognition for

their Alt2r weeks of hard work. all of the children can receive

Monster Researcher Certificates.

is

Certified Monster

Researcher
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I. Tbs Prowess Nodal of Stieulatina, Student Writing In Practices

lilarkenterzilatermsdtate

"look Buddies"

"look Saddles" Is a story writing activity involwleg primary and

Intermediate students. Wore baglaning the project, .t is *essential

for the intermediate teacher to do three Wags.

1. Obtain your principal's support.

2. ?ind a primary teaches who shares your enthusiasm for the
activity, to willing to try a sew approach to vritiog, and
realises the importance of writing at an early age.

3. ?ropers and =time your class to write with a primary
stalest "bodily".

"Book Buddies" is on its wigs!

Arouse

These are arousal techniques you may find useful as you pave the

way to good writing.

1. Invite local authors to shore their writing experisacea with
the buddies. (Smirch your tors for authors. They are out Wm.)

2. Share your writing and your feelings about-writi ,

3. Invite other student authors to speak about their writing
experiences.

4. Tell the buddies that their finished etoriel will appear in the
library for others to reed.

pairing the 'buddies" can be dome quickly and mmoor777., Consider

the following when ms thing the intermediate student, with their younger

huddle,; personalleitte, study habits, friendships.

Student's begin the story writing project with interviewing. The

uldrr student prepare, list of questions to ask the primary student.
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Sample goestioma;

1. Do you have a pet?

2. What kind of pet is it?

3. Name

A. Sou do you cars foe your pet? (food, shelter, exercise)

5. Why do you lika your pet?

Interviewing 11030211108 ideas for their stories. Children.are

learning to converse as well as to t- good listeners. They are also

developing a friemiship with writing as a common focus. Venally the

teachers can fade into the background at thi' points however, they ars

still present to ramped to specific camerae ay help rvet individual

seeds.

Structowin

After the "look Buddies" have completed the taverristring and have

ideas for their story, they ceintimme pleasing, accepting and rejecting,

rethinking, and rewriting the story. Their Urea need to he structured

ito a plan of organised step,. Iggssieleg helps the writer rove

s000thly through the coaposing process. The degree and nature of the

structortng rill vary depending upon the ass level involved.

A student example mike look like this:

I. My Pet

U.

A. died
B. Physical characteristics
C. Paimmalitv

This Answers the qoastioss Who am I talking about?

Caring for My Pet

A. Shelter
S. Teed
C. Pencil',
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III. Why I Like ft Pet

laterectimg Animals
S. It doss tummy thing,
C. Family messes

As students become more confident mad finest in their writing, the

plan may be Lees strictly defined, but *trattorias the aseftement can

coot/sue to guide writing. In either case, the joint planting of the

composition serves to provide setivetiom to the students While directing

the mines task.

Checklist

An additiosel tool fo: providing structure for young writers is

a checklist at teacher enrectatioas. The checklist should be posted in

a permanent place shore it le almmys available to the writers. The

checklist should be &oilseed according to the age and writing ability

of the studests participating in the project. Mere is an =ample.

Stories must have . . .

1. complete sentences.

2. capital letters.

3. and punctuation.

4. drawings.

5. two ewers.

Reward

The "Book Sudide writing project dosenet end with the finished

story. Hare are WISO culminating activities of provide closure and

toward the students for their efforts,

1. *Daddies" reed their stories orally to other huddles.

2. "gook Su4diete sod the teacher. receive bound collections of
the stories written by the yo author,.
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3. A values of the stoats, is presented to the school library for
others to read.

4. The elsdilas* can enjoy a social sapartemcs together, sorb as
e Leacheas er auterraphing party daring which they celebrate
the publication of their works.

C. The Prateve Nodal of 51bralatina Staderat *lam lejtactIras
bEtaltEX.

Rumples

Arouse

The food in the cafeteria is sot palatable; seeding systems are

unjust. and 'Relish classes are boring. Sigh school students. idealistic

mod eager to take on the establishment. usually acquire several causes to

champion out long aft.: school begins. These causes can be good sub1eets

for writing assignments. Class time sat aside to discuss *what's wrong

with the system these days* can be highly motivational for prudence who

are always interested in issues Which affect them personally.

Direct

Sometimee knowing what to write about and bring interested in the

topic are out enough. Imthealasm mimes rapidly whoa writing teachers

mutton that students declare themselves in writing. Some help from the

teacher in determining as organisational pattern. a *mature, a direction

fcr their ideas can re Sts that emthusisem.

A good structural =dal for such An assignment is the *Declaration

of todepemdeace.* nudists when home read it se a historical document can

see it is a sew perspective-4a matins assignment accomplished in the

1700'..

As a pre -writ tft emperleace. spend time analysing tbe structure.

Seamus. the azgemisation is quite apparent, students have little trouble
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determining six basic parts

1. a courtesy statemmmt, which says if you're sole" to revolt, it
is only fitting sad peeper" that you tell thesi against whom
you're revolt's" mhy you're doing so

2. a statemout of what Americans believe is

3, a list of abuses (Studsmts delight in the strategy bare because
the preceding list of beliefs allows Jefferson to ebou that any
of the abuses are is direct apparition to whet Americans believe
is.)

4. as account of :dist Americans bare tried to do, without success,

to avoid resorting to revolution

S. the formal declaration of ladepeedauce

O. and finally, a statuses- of vhst Americana would be willing to
give up is order to support their declaration

After looking st.Jeffewoom's spproach to writing a declaration of

iodependeoce, students are foe more comfortable writing their own. In

fact, nor of the declarations may become parodies is which students, at

great personal sacrifice, are willing to stabs their old, dirty teams

shoes, their Heel* brothers, and their last year's chemistry assignments

to support their favorite cauees.

Reward

The knurled's that someouomin charge" will not only reed but,

perhaps, react to the stodents' concerns provides additional motivation

for this assignment. The following audiences are available:

-the school newspaper or literary magasine

-teachers (history and political science teachers often write
respoosea)

,admisietrators

-counselors

-cooks

-janitors
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-school board unbars

-parasite as peers

"Mom ID amino of mowmthiad (slob advisors, athletic directors,
student cowmen mouhers. . .)

-need, fleshy, with salmi= of plammia, this minas assignment
could be coordimatad with writing 480111.081148 to other classes is
Alia student, aro asked to write rampooses.

Tablas time duals§ the premwritiag stage to datermdaa potential audiences

is laportaat to immure that sack declaration is appropriate for its parti-

cular audience.

Writing is Li'.
WO Life
All of it

If I can live it, I can writs it

Writhed is flawirmanat
Np laairommeet
All od It

If I can awes It, I can Wits It

Writing is Mmotioos
My imotioms
All of them

If I cos Teal It, I can Write It.

Writhe is Thoughts
MT Thought'
All of Than

If I can Think It, I can Write It

Writing is Drams'
Mg Dream
All of Than

If I can kaaglise It, I can Write It

Writing is Life
Tour Life
All of It

If I can !hake It, I can Write It

writing is the Heart of be
The Soul of ha
The last sad Worst of Its

If I can Ss, Than Lot Ws la Writing
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